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TPA, part of the VPplc Group & one of 
Europe’s largest rental companies, were 
heavily involved in testing the prototype 

and the finished product – giving valuable 
input to ensure that the product was 

designed to extremely exacting criteria

has a number of very important advantages over other roadway 
panels, for example:

 No.1 it is a plastic solution! A vital factor for investing in a plastic solution is because 
aluminium has become a huge target for thieves, so security on sites is a major issue.  
The plastic option removes this ‘theft threat’ and thus reduces the security need & 
consequential cost;

 The top surface of the panels are grey in colour, making them more visible than black 
panels, and heat absorption considerably less in very warm conditions;

 Being made from HDPE the panels are impervious to contaminates;

 It is very quick and easy to lay and lift – with a 240mm overlap on the long edges;

 It has a very simple and easy method of locking panel to panel (no loose connectors);

 The innovative design of                    makes it much lighter than other plastic temporary 
roadway mats. At 206kgs per panel more panels can be transported per trailer or 
container,  resulting in a considerable saving in transport costs;

 The unique design, with conical bottom, stops slippage, sinkage & mud seepage;

 The patented design and manufacturing method means that the panels are buoyant, and 
do not take in fluids.



Osborne were planning a bridge replacement project for Network Rail, utilising a 57.5 hour work period between 24th

and 27th December 2016. The tasks involved required high levels of personnel to be on site at key stages of the 
replacement. To enable this, a parking area was required for up to 100 cars. This parking area needed to be suitable 
even during the likelihood of poor weather conditions. With slips, trips and falls a major contributor to work place 
accidents, Network Rail required particular attention paid to the surface of the parking area. 

“

”

A visit from TPA Trackway was requested to assess the site and suggest possible solutions. The solution chosen was ..; Terraroad. This 
created a temporary solution to a parking area so that hardcore was not needed. Not only did this save material cost, it also saved 
man hours in reinstating the area used for parking. TPA’s installation teams worked efficiently and had a full parking area installed in just 
3 days….. The Terraroad was unique from any other comparable product in that the edges were fully restrained, removing the potential 
for a trip hazard. This also allowed the matting system to act as a single load-bearing surface which mitigated the problems of sinking in 
ground that was already boggy.

A visit from TPA Trackway was requested to assess the site and suggest possible solutions. The solution chosen was ..; Terraroad. This 
created a temporary solution to a parking area so that hardcore was not needed. Not only did this save material cost, it also saved 
man hours in reinstating the area used for parking. TPA’s installation teams worked efficiently and had a full parking area installed in 
just 3 days….. The Terraroad was unique from any other comparable product in that the edges were fully restrained, removing the 
potential for a trip hazard. This also allowed the matting system to act as a single load-bearing surface which mitigated the problems 
of sinking in ground that was already boggy.

The efficiencies gained in time and cost 
by using .. Terraroad were identified by 
Network Rail and helped the project to be 
delivered on time, on budget and with no 
accidents or incidents. This success was 
also seen by other Osborne Project teams 
and will highly likely be requested on other 
sites for similar gains. Our specific project 
team were very impressed by the 
capabilities of the Terraroad system, the 
professionalism of the TPA staff and the 
competitive cost to install, hire and 
remove the trackway within our tight 
timeframe. Without a doubt the Terraroad 
system will be used again by our project 
team on future sites. The benefits are too 
numerous to ignore.

Sam Aiuto
Assistant Site Manager on the Broad Street 
Bridge Replacement Project.
Osborne.

TESTIMONIALS



Manufacturing
panels are designed and manufactured 

using a patented monolithic structure.  

Each panel is compression moulded using High 
Molecular Weight, High Density Polyethylene Copolymer and 

a high-speed proprietary moulding process. 

After production, each panel is placed in a fixture where they
are allowed to cool prior to trimming and installation 

of the hardware and locking cams.  
Finally, each panel is carefully inspected for fit and function prior 

to shipping.

World-class manufacturing techniques, coupled with quality 
materials ensure that each panel is engineered to provide 

superior quality, durability and functionality. 

Independent Product Testing Dr Stephen Burley, Project Officer for the School of Mechanical, Aerospace and 
Civil Engineering at the University of Manchester, was appointed by Checkers 

Safety Group UK Ltd t/a Terraplas, to carry out testing on ….      
The were to establish the reaction of                       to various weight loads 

on different surfaces at varying temperatures.



Independent Product Testing
TEST 1: At Room Temperature 21.1°C (70°F)

76 Tons (167,504lbs)

NO DAMAGE!!



Independent Product Testing

TEST 2: At + 50°C  (122°F)

60 Tons (132,240lbs)

NO DAMAGE!!



TEST 3: At - 40°C  (-40°F)

80 Tons (175,320lbs)

NO DAMAGE!!

Independent Product Testing



Independent Product Testing

TEST 4: On Dry Sand

105 Tons (231,420lbs)

NO DAMAGE!!



Independent Product Testing

TEST 5: On Wet Mud

99.2 Tons (218,637lbs)

NO DAMAGE!!



Independent Product Testing

Under Extreme testing it was 
established that terraroad® 

achieved a staggering 
1,800 psi loading!



Handling in the Field

 The leading edge of each panel has a 240mm overlap -
allowing for easy positioning of each panel due to the 
underlap on the trailing edge.  

 Simply align using the manoeuvrability of the crane

 The patented camlocks have been specifically engineered for use in terraroad®

They are Incorporated into the overlapping edges:
o Designed to require minimum effort when locking the panels together; 
o Pull the overlapping edges of the panels together in a ‘helix’ action.  
o The material mix delivers optimum strength 
o designed to ‘fail’ under excessive duress before the panel itself is damaged.
o Their special design absorbs EXPANSION, allowing over 20mm per panel

 Once 2 panels are aligned, the camlocks are locked using a special T-Bar key
 When panels are to be arranged in a pattern other than a single panel width roadway –

eg a 2-way road or a ‘pad’, the small side overlaps with incorporated ‘straps’ are used.

 On the short sides of each panel there is a much smaller overlap than 
on the long edges

o avoids  panel damage if a vehicle drives off the edge.  
o The short edge incorporates unique integrated stainless steel 

straps; 
o once the panels are overlaid, along the short sides to create 

a ‘pad’ these straps slide out; 
o The bolts are then inserted in the adjacent panel and 

tightened to give a very solid connection.



Handling in the Field

Use chains with the in-built lifting 
brackets …

… or a truck mounted “grab”

to position the panels

Along the long edge, use the T-Bar connecting 
key (provided) to lock the hexagonal camlock 

using a helix action to securely lock the 
panels together.

On the short edge, lock to a wider pad using 
the in-built side straps – creating an 
extremely solid base on which to manoeuvre 
vehicles & equipment.



Handling in the Field - Accessories

Cleaning
 To facilitate cleaning the panels, a very simple 

rig is required so that the top and bottom of 
the panels can be cleaned using a steam 
cleaner.

 The lifting bars, used for placing the panels 
in position on site, are used to move the 
panels around during the cleaning operation.

 Specially designed Access Ramps are available for access on to the 
prepared roadway

o Lock to the terraroad® panels to provide a stable unit
o Protect the leading edge, creating a support under the overlap
o Manufactured in bright yellow for safety

These specially designed 
ramps can also be used to 

turn corners to achieve the 
most suitable route

… and to create road 
junctions in wooded 
areas



On Site
Create Temporary Access for heavy 
Vehicles across fields

… and operating pads / turning 
areas at strategic locations

Temporary heavy duty plastic 
roadway in the middle of nowhere

From main road to temporary 
road – virtually seamless!

Move cranes, 
diggers and 
dumpers to 
exactly where 
you need 
them –
whatever the 
terrain.

Vital aspects of the patented terraroad® design explained:
 The conical recesses in the underside act as natural stabilisers, sinking slightly 

– up to a maximum of 2/3rds of their depth;
 Unlike mats with a flat base, where the downward force squeezes the wet 

ground out to the sides and invariably also spills over the top, making the 
panel sink, with terraroad®  the opposite happens.  As the wet ground goes into 
the cones, but because of their special design, only goes so far – stopping the 
panel from sinking.

 Once the terraroad® panel has settled, the fact that the ground has been taken 
into the cones increases the panel strength immensely 

 The ground and the tile effectively become “one” thus making the roadway 
extremely stable.

 when the panel is lifted the majority of the earth remains on the ground 
making for relatively simple cleaning of the panel.

 the cone design means there is no vacuum effect when lifting the panels.



CHECKERS SAFETY GROUP UK T/A TERRAPLAS
The Barn, Hall Farm House, High Street,

Castle Donington, DERBY. DE74 2PP.
terraroad@checkers-safety.com / Tel: +44 (0)1332 812813

Physical Dimensions (W x L x H)       
Metric 3,050mm x 2,240mm x 83mm (+/- 10mm.)                Usable 3,000mm x 2,000mm

Imperial 10 ft  x  7ft  4”  x 3¼ ” (+/- ¼” )                            Usable:  9ft 10”  x  6ft 6”

Usable: Sq Metres / Sq feet 6m²   /   64.6ft²
Weight per panel 206kgs  /  453lbs

Material BA50-100 high molecular weight high density polyethylene copolymer.  This product has superior 
stress crack resistance, high impact strength and good rigidity.

Load Bearing Capacity 1,800 psi

Temperature Range -40°C to +50°C  /  -40°F to + 122°F

Fire Rating UL94HB

UV Stability 10 year guarantee against UV degradation

Colour Grey top with Black core

Installation Time 50 linear metres/164 linear feet/25 panels can be installed in 1-2 hours per crew

Specifications
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